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UNDERCOVER MONSTER SQUAD  -

A 3-D UV Dark ride based loosely on the Goosebumps property, but easily altered 
to use classic horror monsters and Sally character inventory.

Brief story synopsis 
You are chosen to participate in an elite defense unit of the UMS (Undercover 
Monster Squad). There has been a recent dramatic rise in monster encounters 
which is linked to an outbreak of ZMB (Zombification) in humans. UMS describes 
these phenomena as an epidemic of global proportions which is contagious and 
spreading. You will undergo a rigorous training regimen under the guidance of 
your monster sergeant. In this training mission you and your team will learn the 
special weapons and tactics needed to identify and expose ghouls and monsters 
who secretly live among us, and halt the spread of the “Goosebumps” virus.

The game concept

Human infection is being spread by “Goosebumps” virus (targets), small slimy 
corpuscles, nearly invisible to the naked eye. The viral globs glow neon green 
when exposed to controlled amounts of Gamma radiation (UV) generated by our 
ride cars Ghoul Detection System (GDS).
After prolonged exposure to the Goosebumps, humans begin to undergo ZMB, 
which eventually morphs into full blown monstritis. Not coincidentally, early 
symptoms of ZMB in humans can be detected with our GDS, and if we can blast 
enough of the targets in proximity to the victims, the effects of the virus can be re-
versed.
 
Our training mission is to blast the targets with our transmogrifers, neutralizing the 
virus in order to halt the zomification of the training dummies.
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As our GDS (Ghoul Detection System) ride car takes us into each scene, the white 
lights are rapidly fading and the UV lights are revealing more clearly the “Goose-
bumps” virus and it’s effects.
Right before our eyes, the innocuous scene is turning into a nightmare.
The dummies are transforming into ghastly pockmarked zombies and we can see 
signs of rot and slime on the scenery near each target.
There is a rush of urgency as the lights are fading and more of the zombie effect is 
taking over. The voice of the Master sergeant is barking orders over the GDS inter-
com, urging us on. The more targets hit, the more people we’ve saved from the “vi-
rus”.

The scenes are all based on places kids might find frightening i.e., the dentist of-
fice, the DMV, etc., and are very clean and sterile. This is in stark contrast to 
the scenic treatment, which under UV will show mouldy, stain spotted surfaces and 
tattered fabrics. The style of furniture in the sets and the clothes on the training 
dummies are from the 1950’s, which gives the feeling that this training facility has 
not been updated in quite a while. 
Each scene is also inhabited by a “carrier”, a fully formed monster from one of the 
Goosebumps series, who reveals himself suddenly somewhere in the scene. He 
pops out with a shocking effect in a flash of white light near the exit with two or 
more new targets in his midst. Extra points if you can react fast enough for those 
targets.
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Scene list

Queue 
You enter the MDU headquarters through a phone booth and proceed through a 
maze of water stained, concrete hallways, dimly lit with wall mounted caged or-
ange safety bulbs. It looks like some kind of blast bunker or fallout shelter. There 
are blind alleys with steel blast doors and open air ducts the same width as the nar-
row passageway but you notice a black and yellow striped line on the floor for your 
direction. You can hear an echoed loudspeaker crackle on and the lights momentar-
ily dim, the monotone voice says, ”please proceed to the nearest substation and 
await instruction”, followed by a buzzer and CLANK of the steel door ahead seal-
ing shut.
Beyond the door is a wider room with a seemingly endless scene. Stalls with small 
speakers set into the walls line the room, one every 5 feet, lit individually by 
hooded overhead spotlights. The speakers all have the same loop playing which is 
a version of the story synopsis explaining the situation and your mission.
The wings of each stall has cryptic words and numbers scratched into the paint like 
an old school desk which gives the impression that hundreds of participants in this 
training program have been here before you, for years and years.

Load 
Video monitor showing MS, our training officer, with a briefing of the game play 
and identification of the Goosebumps virus and effective neutralizing techniques. 

Target practice 
 Apartment building windows, FBI style shooting course. Don’t shoot the humans!

On the city bus

At the opera

The Mall/portrait studio

The DMV
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The Dentist’s office

Church

The Chinese restaurant

The Museum

The Grocery store

Finale/ Lab- Contamination zone
You have been exposed to the real virus and have been infected!
As a twist on the classic Disney Haunted Mansion gag, your GDS turns and travels 
a wall length mirror dressed as an x-ray screen. 
A peppers ghost effect shows YOUR monstrous face and your ride car, which has 
been slimed and covered in Goosebumps! 
The ride car returns to forward position and carries you toward a fog curtain, where 
you see a projection of the Monster Sergeant tear off his mask and reveal the he is 
Dr. Frankenfright (Boocifer).
He has been luring unsuspecting humans into his plot to spread the Goosebumps 
virus since the 1950’s. You have been set up just like the rest of the new recruits to 
become one of the virus carriers.
When you pass though the fog projection, you are in the Dr.’s lab surrounded by all 
the monster “carriers”.
The virus targets are everywhere and you must blast your way “clean” of the infec-
tion in order to save yourself and the world from the “Goosebumps” epidemic and 
Dr. Frankenfright’s evil scheme.
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